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ABSTRACT 

Rossby number similarity theory has been used to calculate surface 

winds and transport of an oil slick over the ocean. Calculations were 

compared with observed data from the ARGO MERCHANT wreck site during 

the month of December, 1976. When baroclinicity was included, agreement 

of calculations with observed data was very good. The model has been 

run with different limitations on the roughness parameter, the drag 

coefficient, and the baroclinicity. Baroclinicity appeared to be much 

more significant than either of the other two parameters in producing 

an oil slick path resembling the observed slick. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

ARGO MERCHANT. AMOCO CADIZ. BRAVO. Oil gushes forth onto the sea, 

destroying wild life in its path and wild, scenic beauty on the coasts of 

three continents. Can we determine where this oil will go? Will it touch 

land? The answers depend upon our ability to predict the transport of 

oil on the ocean. This research evolved a model to aid in the study of 

oil slick movement and winds near the earth's surface. 

The model was derived by employing Rossby number similarity theory 

and was implemented on the CDC 6600 Computer in FORTRAN. Rossby number 

similarity describes the planetary boundary layer (PBL) by the surface 

Rossby number, the geostrophic drag coefficient, the van Karman constant 

k, and two universal functions. The surface Rossby number is defined as 

the non-dimensional product of the magnitude of the mean surface geostrophic 

wind V ,  the Coriolis parameter f, and the surface roughness height zg 0 

such that R = V /fz • The geostrophic drag coefficient is another non-o g 0 

dimensional product, defined as c = u*/V , where u* is the friction g g 

velocity. The universal functions have been empirically determined for 

neutral, diabatic, and baroclinic cases (e.g., Clarke & Hess, 1974, 1975; 

Arya & Wyngaard, 1975), and it was these functions which were incorporated 

into the model. The input to the modelwas easily obtainable meteorological 
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data (vertical and horizontal temperature gradients, sea-level 

atmospheric pressure data). Using this data, the model produced a 

reasonable estimate of surface winds, sea surface drift, and movement 

of an oil slick. 

The first model which was studied employed a no-slip lower 

boundary to coincide with the conditions under which the universal 

functions were derived. The neutral, barotropic model was then expanded 

to accomodate the most general diabatic, baroclinic cases. Sensitivity 

studies were run and results were compared with observed data of Clarke & 

Hess (1974, 1975) and Hasse & Dunckel (1974). The reasonable agreement with 

observed data suggested this portion of the model was working properly. 

The next addition to the model was the incorporation of sea surface 

drift. The drift model was derived by coupling a moving lower boundary 

to the atmosphere. To do this, the surface drift was assumed to be 

equal in magnitude to the friction velocity and to be in the direction 

of the surface geostrophic wind. The drift velocities produced by this model 

were used to forecast the advection of hypothetical "oil slicks" down

stream. The mass of these slicks was assumed constant and only the mean 

motion of the slick centroids was considered. Oil slick motion and wind 

speed and direction obtained from the model were compared to data collected 

during the investigation of the ARGO MERCHANT oil spill of December· 15, 1976,. 

Although this spill occurred within 30 nautical miles of land, where 

mesoscale effects and currents (not �ncluded in the model) could be 

important, the model results compared favorably with the observations. 

Thus, Rossby number similarity theory appears to be applicable to the 

problem o,f determining surface winds and oil slick movement over the open ocean. 



CHAPTER II 

ROSSBY NUMBER SIMILARITY THEORY 

Outside of the ivory towers and laboratory, it is difficult to 

undertake controlled experiments to understand and measure nature. We 

are fortunate to have another tool at our disposal--similarity theory. 

Using this theory, we attempt to select the variables governing the 

phenomenon in question, non-dimensionalize them with scaling variables, 

and organize them such that they might yield universal functions. 

Consider the flow within the neutral, steady state barotropic 

planetary boundary layer (PBL). This flow is essentially governed by a 

height z within the layer, the geostrophic wind speed V , the Coriolisg  

parameter f, and the surface roughness length z • One can presume that 
0 

this flow is a function of the non-dimensional ratio V /fz , known as theg  
0 

surface Rossby number R .  The equations of motion for this flow, with 
0 

horizontally homogeneous turbulence, and without heat transfer are 

d· -
f(u- u) = - - (v'w') (2)' g dz 

-f(v - v) = - � (u'w') (1)
g dz 

and 

where u, v, and u ,  v are the horizontal x- and y-components of the
g g 

 

mean boundary layer and geostrophic winds, and u', v', and w' are the 

horizontal and vertical velocity fluctuations. We wish to non-dimen-
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sionalize these equations for the boundary layer and keep them well

behaved at both some scale height h above the surface and at z 
0 

near 

the earth's surface. Hence we want to select an appropriate scaling 

velocity to make the scaled flow field independent of z 
0 

/h, and thus 

finite. 

Orienting the flow field such that the x-axis is aligned with the 

surface stress, we begin to non-dimensionalize the equations with the 

surface stress T = pu*2 T = 
, 0. Then,

f <v vg) 
= 

-d(u'w')/pu*2 
p u* dz 

and likewise for equation (2). Furthermore, 

(v - v) = 
u* g 

so that we have a non-dimensional set of equations, not explicitly 

dependent upon V /fz 
0 

(the governing variables in non-dimensional form),
g 

with a scale velocity u* (the friction velocity) and scale height h = u*/f: 

= d(�)/u/ 
(3)d zf/u* 

u - u 
(4)u

* 
g 

4 

X y 

However, since V /u* is implicitly a function of V /fz , we approach 
g g 0 

a stress singularity near the surface in the formal limit process as 

V /fz ➔ 00 Thus 
g 0 

we can assume the above equations to be valid in an 

outer layer and must reevaluate the scaling factors for flow near the 

lower boundary, the inner or surface layer. /



Near the surface, z/z 
0 

is finite and thus useful for a non-dimensional 

height, and in the formal limit as v /fz ➔ 00 , the flow cannot "feel" the g 0 

geostrophic wind, so we are left with 

(�) y z (5) 

f (�) 

V fu* 
0 

and 

u
-= 

u* X Z 
0 

(6) 

5 

.. 

The next step is to solve these equations and determine the final 

non-dimensional description of the flow field within the PBL, with the 

restrictions of neutral stratification and no heat transfer, as mentioned 

above. This can be accomplished by matching the inner and outer layers, 

requiring the similarity laws for the inner and outer layers to be the 

same in the limit as both zf/u* ➔ 0 and z/z ➔ 00

0 
simultaneously. This is 

accomplished by matching the x-component of wind shear aii
� for both (4) and 

(6) and doing likewise for:: with equation (3) and (5). For a complete 

discussion of this process see Blackadar and Tennekes (1968). The 

resulting equations, after separation of variables and integration, 

satisfying the boundary conditions, are 

• 

ln� (7)z 
0 

and 

(8) 

when matching x-components, and similarly for y-components, 

(9) 

where A and B are universal functions, constants when the atmosphere is 

neutral and barotropic. Using equations (8) and (9), simple algebra takes 
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us to the equations of Rossby number similarity: 

(10) 

(11) 

where a is the cross-isobaric angle and u /V is the geostrophic drag* g 

coefficient c 



CHAPTER III 

THE MODEL 

Similarity theory requires that the non-dimensional functions 

involved be determined experimentally. This has been done with Rossby 

number similarity theory by Clarke & Hess (1975) and Arya (1975). If 

these constants have been determined correctly, we should be able to 

apply the theory, using these functions, at any location. Hence a computer 

model was developed to apply this theory to the problem of calculating 

surface winds in the boundary layer and surface drift of the ocean's waters. 

The computer model was run in FORTRAN on the CDC 6600/6400 computer 

of the University of Texas at Austin. The code consisted of a driver and 

two subroutines, WIND and GWIND (see Appendix A). GWIND calculated 

geostrophic wind and direction and oriented the axes to determine thermal 

wind components. WIND utilized Rossby number similarity theory to 

calculate the cross-isobaric angle a, the friction velocity u*, the surface 

roughness length z , and the 10 meter surface wind U (or u ). Since the 
0 10

equations are non-linear, an iterative technique was employed to determine 

u* and z • The non-dimensional functions, functions of stabilityµ and
0 

baroclinicity S, were redefined to allow for these conditions. Later a 

moving lower boundary was added to simulate water below the atmosphere. 

Given the horizontal temperature gradient, air-sea temperature 

difference, mean air column temperature, and the surface geostrophic wind 

7 



speed and direction, the model determined the friction velocity u* 

and the cross-isobaric angle a. From these, a drag coefficient c was
d 

 

used to calculate the surface wind speed and direction. 

The universal functions A and B were determined using stability 

coefficients derived from Arya (1975) and baroclinic coefficients from 

Clarke & Hess (1975). Using Rossby number similarity, it is possible to 

kdefine a function F(c) 
2 

g 
= ln R 

O 
- A+ ln(c) 

g 
- (-

C 
- )� 

1 

 2 (see equation 10)

and its derivative F'(c ). 
g 

For the barotropic case (see Appendix B), we 

solve for either neutral or diabatic conditions. For neutral stability, 

A= A = 1.1, 
0 

B = B 
0 

= 4.3 (Clarke & Hess, 1974); otherwise the stability

parameterµ is calculated, and thereafter A and  are computed as a function 

ofµ, which is defined according to Hasse Dunckel (1974) such that 

- )= k2 g (Ta Toµ 
fUT a 

8 

B

B

& 

which differs from theµ of Clarke & Hess, among others, as discussed 

below. (T T) is the air-sea temperature difference, T the aira o a  

temperature (also referred to as T, for notation simplicity), and g the 

acceleration of gravity. 

Knowing F(c) and F'(c ),Newton's Method is utilized to solve for 
g g 

c by iteration. Then u* = (c )(V ). The surface roughness length z 
g g g 0

was updated using Charnock's equation such that z 2
= mu* /g where m = 0.016 

0 

and g = 981 cm/sec2 • Convergence was assumed when z 
0 

changed by less than 

a specified small amount. 

The surface wind was computed as u 
10 

= u*//c where c , the surfaced d

drag coefficient,is initially a constant 1 .24 x 10- 3• This value was 

chosen in order to compare results with those of Hasse & Dunckel (1974), 
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which were taken from observations over the open ocean. It is also a 

reasonable mean value of the drag coefficients determined by Deacon (1973a), 

Hsu (1974), Smith & Banke (1975), and others in the literature. Hsu and 

others have also reminded us that stability can be a factor in determining 

the drag coefficient. Stability affects u*, and this is turn affects the 

value attributed to e . However, since in this model, u* is determined by d

using A and B as functions of stability, this could allow the constant cd 

to be used to calculate 
u

The drag coefficient will be modified for
10. 

results over the open ocean and will be discussed further in the section 

on the Drift Model. The model was then run to compare output values with 

those determined by other investigators. 

No-Slip Model 

Barotropic Conditions 

Recall that a neutral, steady state, barotropic PBL was a basic 

assumption for Rossby number similarity theory. Under these conditions, 

the universal functions A and B are constants, A= 1. 1 and B = 4.3.

A glance at most thermodynamic diagrams of the lower atmosphere 

will show that the boundary layer is seldom neutral over a period of time. 

Thus, stability of the layer must also be considered when determining A 

and B. The stability parameter can be determined from the Obukhov length 
3 -u* T p c

L = a P , where c is the specific heat capacity at constant pk g  Qh 
pressure, p is the density of air, T is the mean air column temperature

a 

and Q is the heat flux, assumed to be Q = pc DU (T - T ), and D is 
h h p o a 

the heat transfer coefficient. Given thatµ = ku*/fL, substitution of 

terms yield 
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recalling that cd = ( u*/U)2 • Then, if we assume that D and c vary d 

similarly with respect to air-sea temperature differences and that 

they are of approximately the same magnitude (Hicks, 1974; SethuRamen & 

Raynor, 1975), they will counteract each other and leave us with 

theµ' as defined by Hasse & Dunckel (1974) and written asµ hereafter. 

Arya (1975) has determined coefficients forµ to show how A and B 

vary with stability. However, sinceµ will not be as large over the ocean 

as over land, generally lµI S 90 , his cubic term can be neglected. 

Slightly modifying the other coefficients to compensate for this, we 

have A(µ)= 2
A µ0.10 µ 0.001 

0 

B + 0.13 µ -0 .001 µ2 

0 
,B(µ) = 

where A 
0 

and B 
0 

are the neutral, barotropic values for A and B. The

computer model, however, is still sensitive to this stability parameter 

and will not converge for values jµI � 70 under barotropic conditions. 

This limitation should still be sufficient for most oceanic applications. 

Baroclinic Conditions 

Baroclinic conditions in the atmosphere must also be considered 

in a bonndary layer model. Temperature advection and simple differences 

in insolation heating will contribute to baroclinicity. Hence, the 

universal functions A and B must be adjusted for baroclinicity S as well 

as stabilityµ. 

Clarke & Hess (1975), assumed h = u*/f to be the appropriate scale 

height in the boundary layer, and experimentally obtained values for 
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aA aA aB aB 
, ,. 

as as ' as as
X y X y 

, where S has been non-dimensionalized by k2 /f

and s 
x' 

are the x- and y-components of baroclinicity, x being in they 

direction of surface stress. Then 

k�g aT - ,f T ay 

and 

Then for -90 < h/L s 90, (where h/L = µ/k), 

(aA 
A = A + < a� )s + s • A + 0.20 S - 0.04 S ,

X 0 XO aS as) y y 
X y 

,. ,.aB ,. aB ,.B = B + (" " ) S + (�) S = B - 0.32 S + 0.35 S 
0 os o� y 0 X yX yX 

With these baroclinic parameters, they used Rossby number similarity to 

plot the change in the cross-isobaric angle a with respect to the angle 

between the thermal and geostrophic wind�-

Arya and Wyngaard (1975) take a different approach. They suggest that 

the scale height be the height of the inversion z and therefore that i A 

and B are, respectively, universal functions of z /L and fz /u*. Then,i i  

Bi 
= k <vg> sign f 

u* 

where <u 
g 

>, <v 
g 

> are the vertically averaged boundary layer components

of the geostrophic wind, valid for both baroclinic and barotropic 

atmospheres. When surface geostrophic winds are used, the authors 

expand their definitions to account for baroclinicity such that 
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A= A. 
1 

+ A' and B = B. 
1 

+ B', where A' and B' are functions of the 

geostrophic shear, normalized by (z )/u*. This formulation differs i

from Clarke & Hess in that Clarke & Hess use the thermal wind. However, 

comparisons of results from both methods (with each other and with 

observations) show quite similar results. 

The Clarke & Hess method eliminates the need for determining 
. 

z. 
1 

and the geostrophic shear. However, because of this we must assume 

temperature gradients to be invariant with height, within our area of 

interests, for purposes of determining the thermal wind. Since upper air 

soundings are not always available for a large part of the open ocean, 

we would prefer a model which does not rely on these soundings in order 

to calculate the thermal wind from geostrophic wind shear. Thus, the 

Clarke & Hess method was selected for this model as the simpler of the 

two methods. 

Sensitivity Analysis of No-Slip Model 

Stability effects 

Stability was computed for the air-sea temperature difference at 0

s c 

increments, holding the geostrophic wind speed constant. This was done 

for 3 geostrophic winds: lo ' 13 ' and 16 m Sec-1. The stability for a given 

air-sea temperature difference varied for different geostrophic wind speeds, 

and the cross-isobaric angle a increased with increasing stability. Thus, 

the model depicts conditions of momentum transfer in the boundary layer. 

Under stable conditions, the lower boundary increases the turning of the 

surface winds and decreases the inertial effects. Figure 1 describes the 

normalized surface wind as a function of stability for each of the above 

" 

" 
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Figure 1. The non-dimensionalized ten-meter 
wind as a function of stability in a barotropic
boundary layer. 
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geostrophic winds. This shows the surface wind speed increasing with 

decreasing stability. 

Hasse & Dunckel (1974) calculated surface geostrophic winds from 

3-hourly pressure observations at German and Danish synoptic weather 

stations and measured the surface winds over the Baltic. They obtained 

a mean surface to geostrophic wind speed ratio u /v 1
0

0 
= .63. The Rossby

g 

number similarity theory model output also has this approximate ratio for 

neutral conditions, where u = 

10 
u* �- Hasse & Dunckel obtained data

under conditions of strong stability and determined a speed ratio of 

0.39. The model curves also show this magnitude for strong stability. 

Hasse & Dunckel obtained their friction velocity u* = /,/p from the 

tangential stress, determined by the eddy-correlation technique from wind 

fluctuation measurements over the Baltic. From this and the surface 

geostrophic wind, they obtained geostrophic drag coefficients, c ,  which g 

they plotted as a function of stability. Figure 2 shows the model output 

as having the same range of values in the domain which the authors show. The 

mean characteristic variables of the eddy-flux determinations and model 

input parameters and results are presented for reference in Table I. 

Results of calculating the universal functions A(µ) and B(µ) are 

compared with Clarke and Hess (1974) data in Figure 3. Within the 

stability range lµI S 70, the curves are quite similar. Their values 

were determined using surface geostrophic winds. 

Baroclinic effects 

Neutral baroclinic conditions were next investigated. It was 

desirable to determine the change in cross-isobaric angle, calling the 

change a', due to changes of magnitude and direction of the thermal wind. 

ft 
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Figure 2. The geostrophic drag coefficient 
behavior under diabatic conditions. (Upper graph 
from Haase and Dunckel (1974)). 
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Table I: Data for Sensitivity Studies 

Hasse & Dunckel data Model Input and Results 

(1974) 

Geostrophic wind speed V (m sec-1) 14.31 ± 3.4 10 13 16 

 Air-sea temperature difference (C
o

) -0. 77 ± 1.04 -8 to +4 -10 to 5 -13 to 25 

Stabilityµ -5.29 ± 6.53 -70 to 70 -70 to 70 -70 to 70 

Mean surface drag coefficient 3(1. 24 ± .33) X 10- 31. 24 X 10- 3 1. 24 X 10
-  1. 24 X 10- 3

Mean surface Rossby Number 1.2 X 109 1.41 X 109 1.04 X 109 0.80 X 109 

......
°' 

" Q ,,, 
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For various combinations of geostrophic winds and temperature gradients, 

a' was calculated for thermal wind directions around the compass, shown 

in Figure 4. 

Drift Model 

Changes in Code to Accomodate Surface Drift 

The sea surface drift, U 
s 

, was next incorporated into the model. 

It was desirable that incorporating a moving lower boundary maintain 

the integrity of similarity theory. Zilitinkevich, Hess, and Clarke & Hess 

offered possible solutions. 

Zilitinkevich (1978) proposed a simplified model using Rossby number 

similarity and matching the theories for ocean and atmosphere at the 

air-sea interface, assuming the vertical momentum flux to be continuous 

such that p 2 v* = pu*2, where p and v* are the density and friction w w 

velocity for water. With some order of magnitude simplifications and 

assumptions of neutral stratification in both water and air boundary layers 

and a homogeneous ocean, he arrived at the approximation that Us �✓�� 0.032,
V 

g 
Pw

a � a , 
s 

where a 
s 

is the angle between the surface drift current direction 

and the wind stress. This method was rejected as a first approach because 

1) he assumed the universal functions A and B to be the same in water as 

well as air, something possible but not empirically determined; 2) a neutral 

barotropic case is not general enough for the problem; 3) the upper 500 to 

1000 meters of the oceans are especially baroclinic (Von Arx, 1967). 

Hess (1974) advanced a different method for determining the surface 

drift using similarity theory. He also considered the universal functions 

A and B to be the same for air and ocean and assumed a continuous stress at 

the interface. He then further simplified the problem by assuming that the 
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roughness length in water equals the roughness length felt by the 

atmosphere. This approach was not utilized due to the assumptions 

concerning the water. 

The method chosen for the code was proposed by Clarke� Hess (1975). 

They initiate a moving lower boundary into the governing equations such 

that, after asymptotic matching, the similarity equations become 

k (u - u ) = ln u* - A (12)u* g s fz 

=k (v - V ) -B (13)u* g s 

20 

' 

where ju l = lu*I in the dtrection of the geostrophic wind V . Recallings g 

that u = V cos a, v = -V sin a, we can write u = ju I cos a = u* cos a,g g g g s s 

v = -ju I sin a = -u* sin a. 
s s 

Squaring both (12) and (13) and substituting

ln(R ) - A - ln(�) -
0 

Letting c = 1/c , we can define a function G(c) = L.H.S. and its derivative 
g 

G' ( c) • 

Logically, the cross-isobaric angle a will be affected by a moving 

lower boundary to the atmosphere. From the definitions above for B, v ,  
g 

and v , it can be shown thats   

k 
(V - U ) sin a B.u* g s 

= 

Then, again assuming the magnitudes of U and u* to be equal,s 

a = sin -i 
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Using G(c) and G'(c) in the code in place of F(c ), F'(c 
g g 

) we can 

again solve for u*, a, etc. In the literature there are numerous 

cases supporting similar values for U /u and u*/u =�,where cs 10 10 d

is the surface drag coefficient, thereby justifying the approximation 

u* � U (e.g., Hasse & Dunckel, 1974; Lange & Hlihnerfuss, 1978). Then,s 

if we assume the drift to be generally to the right of the wind stress, 

U in the direction of V is a reas nable simplificati n. s g o o

Verification 

The code was mo dified to compute geostrophic winds from National 

Weather Service sea level pressure data in the vicinity of the wreck of 

the ARGO MERCHANT, using the subroutine GWIND. Horizontal temperature 

gradients and air-sea temperature differences measured on three occasions 

were additional input parameters. Such a small sampling could not give a 

useful estimate of computational accuracy. However, it did yield 

sufficiently reasonable values of the surface wind to encourage additional 

development of the model (Table II). 

Table II 

Hr 
(EST) 

Date Tair-T
ocean 

(co) 

Direction 
Observed 

Direction 
Computed 

I knots Ju10 
Observed 

Ju I knots10
Computed 

1900 22 Dec 76 -4.3 280 275 15 14.9 

0700 23 Dec 76 1 240 223 5 15.8 

1900· 04 Jan 77 -1.0 320 352 25 10.5 



CHAPTER IV 

OIL TRANSPORT 

The ultimate goal of this research is to apply Rossby number 

similarity theory to the understanding of stresses on the open ocean 

and transport of oil slicks on this ocean. The most recent oil spill 

data available was from the ARGO MERCHANT oil spill, which occurred from 

the grounding of this vessel off the coast of Massachusetts on 

December 15, 1976. Many public and private research groups studied 

this spill, taking various measurements and samples. Our interest here 

is the meteorological data: wind speed and direction at the wreck site 

and air and sea temperatures. Flights were also taken over the oil, and 

position and sometimes speed and direction of oil and water surface were 

noted. 

Because the ARGO MERCHANT studies indicated the oil slick moved 

in the direction of the wind, the accurate simulation of the wind speed 

and direction in the general area was considered important. Thence, not 

only would the slick transport be calculable, but also this model would 

show in general the ability of Rossby number similarity theory to predict 

surface winds. 

Prediction of winds 

A drag coefficient c is commonly used to express the relationship 
d 

22 
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\ 

between the mean wind U at a given height and the friction velocity u* 

such that c = (u*/U)d 
2 

• The drag coefficient is assumed to be a function

of height z, surface roughness z 
0 

, and stability. For neutral conditions,

we often see the familiar logarithmic profile U = (u*/k) ln (z/z ). 
0 

A

number of values have been calculated for c , some as a function of windd  

speed, some of sea surface roughness, and some remaining constant. In the 

following, c refers to the drag coefficient for a 10 meter wind. Hsu (1974)d  

suggested a constant drag coefficient of 1.2 x 10-3 for deep water ocean 

applications since a large diabatic range does not usually exist over the 

open ocean. For near neutral conditions, Ruggles (1970) found c to bed  

approximately 1.6 x 10-3 for all wind speeds, excluding singularities at 

2, 4, and 8.5 m/sec, and Hasse & Dunckle (1974) found c = 1.24 x 10-3•d 

SethuRaman & Raynor (1975) also investigated drag coefficients and found 

that for a given sea surface state, either smooth (z < 

0 
0.0015 cm,

c = 0.69 x 10-3), moderate (0.0015 cm� z x d  � 0.015 cm, c = 1.06 10-3
0 

),
d 

or rough (z > 
0 

0.015 cm, c = 1.75 x 10-3), the drag coefficient remainsd  

constant within that class. 

Because observations tend to show a relationship between the surface 

drift on the ocean and the wind speed at 10 meters as U � 0.035 s 
( )u10  

(ARGO MERCHANT spill, Torrey Canyon spill, experiments) this would 

approximate Hasse & Dunckel's coefficient of�= 0.0352 = (u*/u ) if we10  

assume the surface drift to be of approximately the same magnitude as the 

friction velocity. The test is how closely will the calculated surface 

wind speed agree with measured data, assuming the magnitude to be determined 

The determination of z 
0 

must also be considered. The model used here 
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m  Charnock's (1955) z = 

2utilizes ( )u m = 0.016 having been
0 g * ' 

verified by Wu (1969), SethuRaman & Raynor (1975), and others. 

While there have been some suggestions of an upper bound on the 

surface roughness over the ocean of 0.02 cm, data from Barger, et. al. 

(1970) show z values greater than 0.1 cm for a "clean" ocean and at 
0 

least 0.06 cm with sea slicks. From their observations, there are 

indications, however, of an upper bound for z under neutral conditions. 
0 

To test these hypotheses about z and c , the model was run for a 
0 d

variety of cases: 

Case la: The magnitude of z was bounded above by 0.10 cm. 
0 

Then, the value of c was a step function of z such that for
d 0 

z � 0.015, c = 1.24 x 10-3, and for z > 0.015, c = 1.75 x 10-3•
0 d 0 d 

Case lb: The same restriction as Case la, but the PBL was assumed to 

be only diabatic and barotropic. 

Case 2: The magnitude of z was unbounded. The value of c was a 
0 d 

step function of z such that for z � 0.02 cm, c = 1.24 x 10-3,
0 0 d 

and for z > 0.02, c = 1.75 x 10-3
•

0 d 

Case 3: The magnitude of z was bounded above by 0.02 cm, and for 
0 

all such z , = 

3c 1.24 x 10- • 
0 d 

Case 4a: The magnitude of z was constant such that z = 0.02 cm,
0 0 

3and c = 1.24 x 10- •
d 

Case 4b: The same restrictions as Case 4a, but the PBL was assumed 

to be only diabatic and barotropic. 

Case 5: The magnitude of z was unbounded and c = 1.24 x 10- 3• 
0 d 

°   
° 

The surface geostrophic wind for 41 N latitude, 69.5 W longitude (the 

wreck's location) was obtained from sea level pressure surface maps and 

computed by subroutine GWIND. The horizontal temperature gradient was 

interpolated for this region from the 700 mb pressure height charts. The 
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air-sea temperature difference is one indicator of surface stability 

and was utilized in the computer model to determine the stability 

parameter µ. During the time period over .which the sea level pressures 

were obtained to compute surface winds and ocean drift, very little 

air-sea temperature difference information was available. However, 

synoptics suggested a slightly unstable regime, so the model assumed 

an air-sea difference of -3C
0 

• This was an average value from available 

data. 

For wind speed (in knots) and wind direction (in degrees) the mean 

error, root mean square of the error, mean absolute error, and estimates 

of simulation skill are shown in Table III. The error was determined as 

the difference between the computed and observed parameter; computed via 

Rossby number similarity and observed at the ARGO MERCHANT site. The 

observed parameter was either the hourly observed datum at time t or the 

mean of three hourly observed data, centered about time t . The skill 

estimates were determined from NWS criteria (Grose & Mattson, 1977). 

By NWS experience, a wind direction forecast that verifies within 30 
° 

is 

0
considered as excellent and within 60 as good to excellent; wind speed 

error of 5 knots as excellent, 10 knots as good to excellent. While these 

computations were not forecasts but rather simulations, these criteria 

can give us an estimate of the model's usefulness. 

Results of these comparisons imply that all the above cases for 

determining surface winds yield reasonable numbers. Thus, for a given 

problem, the user must decide what kind of error values are acceptable 

and what level is necessary and/or sufficient to yield useful output. 

It would appear, from the root mean squares, that the calculation of 
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TABLE III. Statistical Results of Model Cases* 

Case la lb 2 3 4a 4b 5 

--

(U -U) 2.38 -1.15 c 1.30 -1.26 1.44 3.23 4.05 

l(uc-if)2 6.6_7 5.85 6.57 7.04 7.39 8.39 8.68 

I Uc-U I '4.90 4.56 4.94 5.05 . 5.16 6.63 5.99 
' 

Excellent Uc 16 17 15 17 17 11 15 
Good U 5 5 6 4 c 4 7 5 

(Dc-D) 16. 71 15.44 16.54 16.87 16.68 14.99 16.20 

D)2 vtnc- 28.06 26.90 27 .96 27.82 28.10 27.43 27.67 

Inc -DI 23.67 23.03 23.50 23.64 23.65 23.65 23.19 
Excellent D 16 17 16 ea 16 16 17 16 
Good D 7 6 7 ca 7 7 6 7 

(Uc-U) 1.25 -1.30 1.39 2.34 3.19 -1.20 4.00 
�Uc-U) 2 7.10 6.67 7.04 7.48 7. 77 9.26 8.92 

luc-ul 5.44 5.12 5.51 5.74 5.94 7.51 6.66 
Excellent Uc 12 15 11 13 16 9 12 
Good Uc 9 6 10 7 4 8 8 
(Dc-D) 18.53 17.25 18.35 18.68 18.49 16.81 18.02 

l'(Dc-D)2 31.22 29.93 31.17 31.03 31.27 30.55 30.89 

Inc-DI 27.11 25.34 27.12 26.98 27.02 25.73 26.82 

Excellent Dco 13 14 13 13 13 14 13 
Good Dco 10 8 

10 10 10 9 10 

*Computed surface wind speed (Uc) and direction (De) are compared with 
observed wind (U, D) and three-hour mean observed winds (U, D). Wind 
speed is in knots and direction is in degrees. The overbar indicates 
a mean quantity derived as 1/n E (quantity), n = 23. Excellent and good
forecast speed and direction refer to the number of times the absolute 
value of the difference of (calculated-mean observed), subscripted ca, 
or difference of (calculated-observed), subscripted co, were in the good
and excellent range used by NWS. 
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10 
u with no temperature advection yields the smallest deviation from 

observed. However, this method consistently underestimates the observed 

speeds. The next smaller root mean square value for wind speed error 

was derived from case la. The surface roughness parameter was given 

a least upper bound of 0.1 cm with the surface drag coefficient as a 

function of z .  This method yielded the smallest mean error in comparison
0 

with instantaneous wind speed data. The output from these two runs 

(u*, u
10

, direction) were used as input into the oil spill movement model 

and movement results, to be discussed under Transport of Oil, were compared 

to an observed slick. 

Transport of Oil 

The movement of oil on the ocean involves the spreading and transport 

of the oil. In an instantaneous spill there is initially a gravity spread 

with viscosity being important in limiting its extent. After a few hours, 

the slick's thickness will decrease to approximately 1 mm and from then 

on, horizontal turbulent diffusion becomes the dominant factor in spreading 

(Ichiye, 1973). After a time, an emulsion of oil and water forms, and there

after, gravity effects are negligible, and the oil is transported as a 

passive mass by surface forces: winds, currents, tides, and flows caused 

by surface slope and density gradients. While both spreading and transport 

are important, it was decided to simulate the transport of the centroid 

of oil under conditions of a continuous spill, neglecting for now the 

effects of spreading. 

Texas A & M investigators estimate the transport of oil on the sea 

surface as the vector sum of the water current and 3.1% of the wind 

(Wesly, et. al., 1972). Five models were used to forecast or hindcast 
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the movement of the oil spilled from the ARGO MERCHANT (Grose & Mattson, 1977). 

These all determined advection by currents and a differential oil-to-water 

velocity, differing in choices of sources of wind and currents and of 

wind effects (or wind factor). This wind factor was assumed to incorporate 

the effects of Ekman currents, Stokes drift, and momentum transfer by 

waves. 

The wind sources for the NOAA study (Grose & Mattson, 1977) were 

either observed on site and NWS forecasts or climatological winds. Wind 

  
factors for 4 of the models were 3% to 3.5% of the wind speed at o

0

 , 15 °, 

or 20 
0 

to the right of the wind. This wind factor is quite close to the 

value of the drag coefficient utilized in this model. Their observed 

wind factor averaged out to 3.56% over a 4-day period, quite close to 

the 3.5% value used in their models. 

The United States Geological Survey (USGS), in studying the spill, 

found that no conclusion could be drawn about the accuracy of prediction 

using a o 0 
or 20 

° 

drift angle. Measurements of the oil speed relative to 

water and wind showed the oil moving in the same direction as the wind 

at a speed, relative to the surface current, of 1.1% of the wind speed. 

That is, the oil slicks would overtake a dye pill which was assumed to 

move with the surface drift. 

With these methods and observations in mind, for simplicity's sake, 

the oil was moved in the direction of the wind and with the speed of 

the surface drift plus 1.1% of the wind speed. The movement was 

simulated using winds and surface drift calculated by Rossby number 

similarity theory and with wind observations at the ARGO MERCHANT site, 

with surface drift computed as a function of the drag coefficient. The 

• 
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oil was assumed to be emitted continuously from the ARGO MERCHANT. Every 

12 hours the slicks would be moved by a vector calculated to be the 

distance the oil would move in 12 hours given a steady wind. 

Both of these computations overestimated the longitudinal (east-west) 

drift of the slick after a 13 day time period (December 15 to December 27, 

1976). However, when oil was constrained to move with the speed of the 

drift alone, the calculated path from model output (case la) closely 

resembled the mean observed path, longitudinally and latitudinally. 

The observed 12 hour wind data, as input, had underestimated the latitudi

nal extent. Case lb output was also utilized as input to the oil slick 

movement code, and showed the observed oil slick to be longitudinally 

underestimated and greatly overestimated in its southern extent (Figure 5). 

The only difference between cases la and lb was that lb was barotropic. 

This suggested that baroclinicity was a significant factor in the model. 

The importance of baroclinicity was confirmed from the results of cases 2 

through 5. Except for 4b, cases 2 through 5 closely resembled the observed 

oil path. Case 4b was the other case which was barotropic. 

Discussion 

Case la data slightly overestimated the east-west and north-south 

extent of the slick and followed the centroid better than the other two 

cases discussed. From the vantage point of risk estimation, a slight over

estimation of total extent would be better than large overestimation in one 

direction and large underestimation in the other. Also dissipative effects 

have not yet been incorporated into the model. These effects would tend 

to decrease the computed progress of the slick, thereby modifying 

slight overestimations. However, they would negatively bias an already 
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underestimated slick. 

Recall, now, that the slick movement calculated from observed winds 

was based on the premise that the slick really did move at the speed of 

the sum of surface current and 1.1% of wind speed. If the latter para-

meter were not utilized in determining the oil movement, the southern 

extent of oil would have been even more in error compared with the observed 

slick. Because case la simulates the oil movement so well, one could question 

the accuracy of the observed wind speed and direction measurements obtained 

near the ARGO MERCHANT during this time. Perhaps there is even less error 

between the winds generated by Rossby number similarity theory and the 

actual winds than is indicated in Table III. 

One could agree that the surface current magnitude computed from 

observed winds could be improved with a variable drag coefficient such 

as utilized by case 1. If the aerodynamic roughness exceeded the criteria 

for moderate seas, a larger c
d 

could have been used. This would increase 

the drift magnitude but also the east-west oil boundary error. Because 

the roughness cannot be determined by a surface wind speed alone, any 

improved drift by this method is questionable. 

When there is oil on the ocean, we are considering a complex set of 

events. A thin slick is being acted upon by the atmosphere above and 

the ocean below. Near a coastline, complications continue to mount. Land 

mass and ocean bottom effects are experienced by the ocean. Established 

currents and tides affect the water's motion. Meteorologically, mesoscale 

effects such as a land-sea breeze are a possibility. These complications 

were basically neglected in the model. This can be justified if we assume 

there exists more homogeneity over the open ocean, where the model is 
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intended for use. 

Nevertheless, the verification for this model was an oil slick 

emmanating from the ARGO MERCHANT wreck. This wreck was located only 

29 nautical miles southeast of Nantucket Island, Massachusetts. Thus 

tides and currents, along with diffusion, probably did play a part in 

the oil slick's eventual expanse. The United States Coast Guard (USCG) 

Research & Development Center determined that while tides and winds 

would control the movement of the oil over the short term (24 hours), 

the wind would dominate its progress over the long run (NOM, 1977). 

This could explain the favorable comparison of case la simulation to 

the observed slick. 

Land-sea breezes would account for discrepancies in the measured 

wind from computed wind which were not explainable from large scale 

synoptics. It must be remembered that the forces determining the flow 

field in this model are pressure and frictional. Centripetal forces 

have thus been excluded from outright consideration. Sometimes, the 

surface wind under analysis from December 15 to December 27 was gradient 

(curved) flow. This could also affect observed wind values. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

This study was undertaken to determine the validity of utilizing 

Rossby number similarity theory to calculate surface winds and movement 

of an oil slick's centroid over the open ocean. Rossby number similarity 

necessitated assumptions of a neutral, steady state, horizontally homo

geneous atmosphere with no heat transfer. This simple model was then 

expanded to encompass diabatic and baroclinic conditions and later a 

moving lower boundary. The model has limitations, however, involving

these latter conditions. The stability factor µ is bounded by ±70, beyond 

which the model will not converge. Likewise, large horizontal temperature 

gradients (greater than 4 ° 
C/100 km) will require larger geostrophic wind 

speeds to effect convergence. The implication is that Rossby number 

similarity does not adequately describe an environment where the thermal 

wind is the dominant driving mechanism. This is to be expected when one 

recalls that the pressure, coriolis, and frictional forces are the basis 

of the theory. Under steady state conditions, one would not often expect 

large horizontal temperature gradients in middle latitudes over the open 

ocean. 

Of the five variables in the Rossby number similarity model, V ,  f, z ,
g 0 

µ, and S, the surface roughness z and the baroclinicity S were varied in an 
0 

attempt to obtain an oil slick path from the calculated friction velocity 

.. 

33 
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u* and surface cross isobaric angle a. The input data was the calculated 

surface geostrophic wind, calculated baroclinicity, and approximated 

diabaticity. The oil slick path calculated using Rossby number similarity 

theory was obtained by moving the oil in the computed direction of the 

surface wind with the speed of the friction velocity u*. Seven cases were 

run to calculate paths. Within the range of the roughness parameter 

considered, the results show that variations in baroclinicity are more 

significant than any reasonable variations in roughness in reproducing 

the observed oil slick path. 

The drag coefficient was also varied in the seven cases in thiscd 

study. This coefficient was utilized to obtain 

information from the u* calculated in the model. This information was 

then compared with observed data. Assuming a constant drag coefficient 

tended to result in slightly larger errors. However, for all seven cases, 

the mean error between calculated and mean observed wind speeds did not 

exceed 4.1 knots, and the direction difference error did not exceed 17 ° 
. 

It can therefore be concluded that this model can be useful in 

determining the surface winds over the open ocean. 

Much work remains to be done. Spreading has been neglected, and 

refinements to include evaporation, dissolution, and dispersion should 

enhance the oil slick model's predictive capability. Results from the 

Rossby number similarity theory model have been shown to be useful input 

for an oil slick model. 



APPENDIX A 

The programs and subroutines 

utilized in obtaining results 

presented in the text. 
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PROGRAM TME9Is(!NPUT,TTV,CAROS,OUTPUT,TAPE!•CARDS,TAP£••0uT,uT, 
I TAPE8) 

DIMENSION ?TITLE(&)
R[AL LRMA,K�LL,KZ,LC,MU,L,KY 
COMMON/G/ 1DMAX,J0MAX,XLAT,CORC4),TWRD(�,4)1 0XC4),DV(O),

1 RR,ICMAX,JcM,x,oM!GA,1LP(�,4,,PHJ0f�,4,,YG0(.,�,
OATA OX/853,800.,84 tl•00.,a2&5500.l,OV/lll04751.,ttt0•••1.1 
COMMON/W/ R,,vG,Zl,SX0,sve,A0,e0,PHil,D!LTA,!Pl,GM,RGM,

1 K2,G,ITER1,IT!Rl,ITERJ,DF.LMT,OTOA,T,k,RC0,10!8UG 
COMMON/WO/ U,TH!TA,USTAR 
DIMENSION XOIL(l4l,VO!Lt34)
COMMON AVUC48),AV0(48),AV,R(4�),AYGGC4 8),USTR(41),,tC48)
KAS!•PJ 
LMX• t.21 
lt00■Y00■0:0 
NLtN•0 
DEi.Th 1,a 0E•2 
N•0 
NILICK■0 
lTER1•ITER2■ITER3■2P 
NTIME•0 
cc■0.0u 
1<■0•,4 S 9■981.0 I RMO■t.2!•3 
GM• G/CC S RGM• l.0/GM
1<2■ K*K 
RR■ 1000.IRHO 
ZI■ 0.01 
SX0■SY0a0:0 
A0■ 1�1 S 8�■ 4:3 
EPS•t�0�•05 
OMEGA■7.zqzf.P.15

C DATA IN CGS SYSTEM 
C INPUT INITIAL VALUES o, G!OSTROPH!C WIND VG/,s,c. ROUGHN!SS 7A 
C SH!AR SX AND SY, 8tMtl.ARITY THEORY A0 ANO 80,
e TM[ HORIZONTAL TEMP� GRADIENT AND ANGL( R!LATIY� TO s,c;aTR!ss,
C M,AT 'Lux, ANO T!MP T 
C PMlt IS ANGLE o, TEMP GRADIENT VECTOR ,ROM COLO TO WARM WHEN COMPUTING 
C ,ROM SYNPTIC MAPS. LAT!R MAO! RELATIVE TO GEOSTROPMIC WIND 88 Pnl 

100 IFCKASE;Ea.0) GO TO 3 
R!ADC,8) CAVUCt),I■1,l�4)
00 2 I•t,34 
1,cMOD(I+t,2>:!a.1> GO TO t 
R[AOC5,t0�b) IVG,O!LHT,Ul,T,OTOA,eD,XLAT,

lID!8UG,roMAX,J0MA)( 
XI.AT■XLAT♦ 1 � 

l,VG■ AVGQ(t)
PHU■ P"t(I)

C G!08TROPMIC WINOS WILL NOT BE CALULAT!O ,ROM SLP,
,, • l,0•0M�GA•SIN(XLAT•0�0t745)
R,a 1;01,F I RCO■ 1:0/SQRTCCD>
CALL WINO,

https://OMEGA�7.zqzf.P.15
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I CONTINU! 
STOP 

C B[LOW COMPUTES G!OITROPM?C WINDS WITM CALL TO GWINO 
3 R!ADC5,1006, IVG,OELHT,PM11,T,0TOA,CO,XLAT�?D!BUG,?0MAX,JDMA� 

1,c1vG.Lr;0, GO TO 1••· 
PMJ111(1,t)■ IIIIMrt 
CALL GW!ND 

C 
4 CONTlNU! 

REAOC5,11i!!t1, ITITL! 
C 

WRJTE(6,t005) tTITL! 
WRITE(&,1007\ IVG,D!LMT,PMit,T,DTOA,CD,XLAT,lD[BUG,IDMAX,JDMAX 

C 
R0M•0� S 8MM■ 0,
RCD■ 1,1/SQRTfCD)

5 CONTINUE
DO qqq J■2,JCMAX 
''■CORCJ> S RF■ 1:01,,
USAVE■e; S DSAV!■A,
00 998 1■2, TCMAX 
PHU• PH?l1lCt,J)
VG■ VG0tl ,J, 
1,cvG�L!.�00., D!LHT•t.2!•8 
CALL WINO 
DIR• TWROCl,J)♦TH!TA
T!MP■ 270:•DIR•57:l 
FROMaAMOOCT!MP,360.)
WRITEC6,t00A) ,ROM,VG,PMlt
NTIME■NTJME+t 
U8TR(NTIM!)■U8TAR S FtCNTIME)■PMlt
AVGGCNTtM[)■VG S AVl'RfNTIME)■,ROM
AVUCNTIMEhU I AVO(NTIM!>■ DIR 
CONTINU! 
CONTlfllU[
GO TO teJli!! 
CONTI NU! 
WRtTE(8) AVU,AVO,AVFR,AVGG,USTR,FI 

C 
1115 l'ORMAT(//l,6At0)
t01i!!6 FORMAT(I5,7PF5.0,11111,1,s:e,11111,,.,,�1111,s:0,JtJ)
t011l7 FORMAT(• tVG■•,?5,SX,• DELHT■•,£9.2,5X,•PMtt••,,!;e,5X,*T'*•

lF5.0,5x,.0Tn••··''·ll,• DRAG eor, FOR ute■.,f •• l,5X,•LATtTuD,., 
2 ,5.1,sx,•D'-BUG FLAG■•,11,5X,•?DMAX■•,IJ,5x,•JDMAX••·IJ) 

1118 l'ORMAT(tH+,50X,*, FROM•,F5.0,*, VG••,1'6,1,•, PHl1■•,F5,li!!)
19�9 l'ORMAT(tH ,•TOTAL NUMBER OF SLICK POINTS■•,14,• X,V *• 

t•COROINAT!S IN METE�S FROM ORIGIN FOLLOW*/,
2 (6(tX,tM(,E9:2,lM,,E•.t,tH) l)) 

tBtt FORMAT(6At0)
ENO 
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IUBltOUTINE WIND 
COMMON/WI R,,vo,zr,1x0,sve,10,ee,PHil,DELTA,!fllS,GM,RGM,

t K2,G,IT!Rl,ITER2,ITERJ,D!LHT,DTOA,T,K,RCD;roE8UG
COMMON/WO/ U,THETA,USTAR 
R!AL KZ,K,LRMA 1 MU
,cc>• LRMA•ALOGCC)• SQRTCKl•CC•t.)•<C•l.) w82)
,,cc>■ .1:01c wK2•CI SQRTCK2•tC•l•>•CC•1•' •12)
••<c>• ,0-0;1e•c • ,.001•e•e
8!CC>■ R0+0.13•C +t.001•C•C 
Z0■ZI S SX■IXOJ S SV■IY0 
OAS S A■80 

PHI■ PHI1•0:0t745
RVG■ 1Te 0/VG
82■8*8 
UITAR■ SQRTfZt•GM)
Xh VG/USTU 
ITR■0 
lTEA■II 

?Bl'LG■l 
1,cT.LE:0:e .oR� AISCD!LHT>:GT�t.1!•21) IBFLG•Z 

C THIS l81'LG■Z IMPLIES A,8 WILL NOT BE COMPUT!D AS FCN 
C OF MU 9N�V 

IFCT.LE.0.0) GO TO 100.I 
AMU■ KZ•G•OTOA•RF/T
SS■ KhG*R,•RF/T 

•0 U■ USTU*RCDT
1,cz0�GT.0.e1,, u• USTAR/SQltT<t:1!E•IJ)

C ,nR ROUGH S!A STAT!, CHANG! DRAG COEF. 
C 

MU■ AMU/U
A■TU(MU) 
8■ BBCMU)
82• 8*8 

C UROTROPIC CAS! 
u,0 RO■ VG•Rl'/?0

LRMA■ ALOGCRO)aA
JC•)( 1 

C lT!RATE ON fVG/USTAlt)
DO 221 I■1,ITEP1
xt■ x•, t>cl /l'P r x> 
V■ffO(t)
IT■! 
IFC.ABS(Xt•l<' .LT� !P.8 > QO TO 30 

20 X■Xt 
WRIT!C6,101B)TT!R1 
GO TO 999 

31 ll'(ID!BuG:!Q.t) w lllITEU,, UH) IT,Xt,V
C COMPUTE U8TAR 

UITAR• VG/Xt
Zt■ZB 
Z0• RGM•USTAR•UITAR 

C 

C UPPER,BOUND ON u 

ll'CZ0eLT.OJ.tll GO TO Jt 
Zl■Zl 
GO TO ZH 

31 CONTINU! 
ITER■!T!R♦l 

.

.. 

https://1,cz0�GT.0.e1
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J,< A81(Zt•Z0)�LT:l�0!•4) GO TO 200 
r,JrTER�LT.rTER2) GO TO <•,0,100, J8,LG 
WRfT!(.,t030)tT!R,USTAR,R",Zl,Zl 

C 

C CONVERG!S 
C CLACULATE TM!TA 
C 2�0 TMETA• ,sr�<B•UITAR/(K•VG))

200 THETA■ AS?NtB/(K•(Xt•lel)) l 
IF(!TR.!Q:0> ALPHA■TH!TA 
TH!T• TH!TA•57.3 
1,(tD!BuG:EQ.t) wR?TEt6,l041) USTAR,RD;za,TH!T
l'<ABSCDELHT>:LT.leRE•Z�> GO TO qe0 

e 

C 8AROCLINIC CASE 
PSI• PHl•TH!TA 

C COMPUTE X, V COMPONENTS o, T!MP: GRADIENT ALIGNED WITH SFC. WINO 
DTX• DELHT•COS(P9!)
DTV■ D!LHT•SIN<PSI)

C COMPUTE SX,SY
SXM■.SS•DTV 
SVMa SS•OTX 
lF(ABS(SXMeSX>.LT�DtLTA�AND:A&StSYH•SY>;LT�D!LTA) GO TO 18f 

C COMPUTE MU,A,R 
U■ USTAR•RCD 
IF(Z0�GT.0.0t5) U■ USTAR/SQRT(l;1!E•IJ)

C FOR ROUGH SEA STAT!, CHANGE DRAG COEF� 
MU■ AMU/U 
A■AA(MU)
8■8B(MU)
A■ A+,0.20•SXM•0.04•SVM S e■ e-e�JZ•IXH♦0.lJ•IYH 

201 ITR■ITR+l 
IF(IDEBUG;EQ.t) WRITEt•,1"01) U,MU,A,8 
IF(ITR.GT.ITER1) GO TO ,,a
82•8•R 
SX■SXH s sv■SYH 
ITER■0 
GO To 100 

280 SHaSQRT(SXH•SXH+SYH•SYH) 
ALPHAP■ 57.1•(TH£TA•ALPHA)
FORK■ PM?t+•0:0 
IF(?D!8UG:N!.2) GO TO••• 
WRITE(6,10]�) ALPMAP,FORK
WR?TE(.,1050)8XH,SYH,SM 

,10 WRIT!(6,10Q0) USTAR,R0,10,T�!T
WRITE(b,1A08) U,MU,A,8
GO TO qqq

,,e WRITEC.,t07R)A,8 1 PH!l 
WRtTE<.,t�b�)SX,IY,IXM,SYH 

,,9 CONTINUE 
1118 'ORMAT(tH ,•U■•,Et0�2,•� MU■•,f11�i,•, A■•,,7;2,*, 8■•,F1;zl
1010 ,oRMAT(2lH0,AILE0 TD CONVERGE IN ,Il,llH IT!RAT!ONSl 
1120 ,oRMATCt4H CONVERGES IN ,13,lbH ITERATIONS� Xt■, ,11.1, 

t 14H ,oR U•/VG, Y■ ,Ftt:6>
1111 FnRMAT(lH ,. s,c; ROUGMNESS tTERATIONS••,tJ,• USTAR■•,,11�1. 

t *• ROIBY NO.■•,Et0:2,*, SFC. ROUGHN!Sl ■•,l!ll.t)
1115 'ORMAT(• ALPHA PRIME•••''�l,*, ANGLE o, TH!RMAL W!N0■•,F4:J> 
1000 ,oRMAT(* USTAR■*,Fl0.J 1 

t *, ROIBY NO.■•,El0:2/• s,c. ROUGHNEJS••• !11  1,•,. TH!TA■•,F�:21 
10!1 FORMAT(tH ,* SXH■•,£10.2,•, SYM■•,Et0.2,•, IH■•,El0e2>

1

1a•0 ,nRMAT<• SX,SY,SXH,SYH••·•!t5�3)
1110 'ORMAT(• A AN� 8 ,AILED TO CONVERGE, A,8■•;2!t5.3,•, PHl■•,,�:tl 

RETURN 
ENO 

https://USTAR�*,Fl0.J1
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SUBROIJTtlllF GWII\IO 
COMMON/GI IOMAX,JOMAX,XLAT,COR(U),TwRO(b,4\,DX(a),OV(4),

t RR,ICMAX,J�MAX,OMEGA,SLP(o,ui,PHI0Cb,4),VG�(6,4)
JCMAX■JOMAXw1 1 ICMAX: JDMAX•l 
PHt1• P�J�(t,1' 

C INPUT PRESSURES 
r,n s Jat ,.TDMAX 

5 REAOCS,103) C�LP(T,Jl,I•t,IOMAX)
C 

on 20 J•2,JCMAX 
XLAT•XLH+t.0 
CORCJ)a 2:0.o�EGA*SIN(XLAT•0.0t745) 
JPt:J+1 $ JMl•J•l 
ROX• 0.s1oxtJ) $ ROY=t.l(DYfJM11♦DVfJ,,
CnF.Fx: RR•ROX/CORfJ' $ COEFV: •RR•RDV/COR(J)
on t� 1•2.tCMAlt
Gvs CoEFX*CRLPCI+1,J)•SLPfl•l,Jl)
GU: C0EFY•CSLPCJ,JP1)•SLP(t,JMt1)
VG0(1,Jl• SQRT(GV•GV+GU•GU)
TwROCI,Jl: ATAN2(GV,GU)
TEMP• 210:0�TWRO(!,Jl•S7.3
FROM: AMOOCTE�P,360:> 
PHJ0CI,J)c AMOQ(FR0M•PHY1+360:0,360��)

10 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 

C 

103 FORMAT(12F6:1)
RETURN 
EIJO 
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,RoGRAM MOVEIT(INPUT,DUT,uT.TTV,TA'!•■0u1•11T,TA,t8,TA•!•)
COMMON AVU(48),AVD(48),AV,c48),AVGG(48),USTR(48),,rcaa,, 

t XOIL(24),VOILC24)
XMAX•V�AX•e;
XMIN■YMINa0 
CD2• SQAT<tfZ4!•03)
J■0 
R!AD<•> c•vucr>,r■t,zsa, 
D0 10 K■l,24 
1,cK.!Q:J> GO TO ti 
J■J+Z 1 JMl■J•t 
AVU(K)■ 0;0t5•(AVU(J)♦AVU(JM1))
AVD(K)a 0.S•<•vD(J)♦AVD(JMl))
UITR(K)■ e.ee,.cu,,R(J)+UITR(JMt))

1� XOILCK)■YDIL(K)■0. 
AVU(l)■ts; I AVD(J>• •tse;.0�8174! I UITR(J)■eD1•AVU<J,.:11••
00 !0 N■l,24 
OILY• USTR(N)
D!ST■ OILV•J•ee;
XO■ D!ST•COS(AVO(N))•lZ,l84tJ9 •• 
VO■ DIST•SlN(AVD(N))•ti.11110!0. 
DO 20 NN■t,N
XOILCNN)■ XOlL(NN)♦XO
VOIL(NN)■ VOILCNN)+YO
r,cN.LT:21, GO To 28 
XMIN■ AMINlfXMIN,XOILCNN))
VMIN■ AMINl(YM?N,YOTLCNN))
XMAX• AMAXl(XMAX,XO!LtNN))
VMAX■ AMAXl(VMAX,YO!L(NN))

28 CONTINU! 
!0 CONTINU! 

WRITE<•,t81t) XMIN,XM�X,VMIN,YMAX
1011 ,oRMAT(tx,.xMtN••·!t0.2,•, XMAX■•,ltt.z,., VMIN■•,!tt;,,

l •• VMAX■•,!10�2)
WAIT!(B) XOIL,YOIL 
END 
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